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UCU pay, equality and workloads ballot: 30 August to 19 October...

BUILD THE PAY
DISPUTE – GET
THE VOTE OUT
• Unite the sectors,
• Reverse the pay
decline
• Make the pre-92
employers pay for USS

F

ollowing the extraordinary
USS dispute, our union now
has an opportunity to unite
our sector over pay.
If activists get behind this fight
in the way that we did around USS
in pre-92 we can build the union
and show that we are a force to be
reckoned with across both parts of
the sector.
It may be old fashioned for
some, but activists should be
clear: our strikes are part of a class
struggle over the future of Higher
Education, and our members –
and non-members around us,
who joined to participate in it –
recognise this basic fact.
A recent survey of branches
involved in the USS dispute found
that those with the strongest left
leadership that took the firmest
position against retreat, were also
the branches whose membership
grew the most – in some cases by

The USS dispute built the union

over 50% in three months.
A proper national pay fight
would be unfinished business
for all our members, including
the PhD students, young
administrators, researchers and
teaching fellows who joined UCU
in their tens of thousands during
the USS dispute.
Close to the breadline and a
long way from their pension, they
staffed our picket lines from day 1.
A pay fight would also address
the gender pay gap and the
bitterness created by horrendous
workloads which were highlighted
in the USS strikes.

Now is the time to take up their
fight – over pay, casualisation,
inequality and workload – and show
that UCU is the union they deserve.
In pre-92, with the USS pension
debate closeted in the Joint Expert
Panel (JEP) over the summer,
starting a pay campaign might
appear a diversion. It is the opposite.
If we take this opportunity
seriously, a strong Get the Vote
Out campaign over pay can do two
things:
It will make clear we expect the
employers to pay any increased
contributions to USS (rising to 3.7%
by April 2020, i.e. a pay cut).

It will be a dress rehearsal for
round 2 of the USS campaign in the
autumn term should the JEP fail to
move from the position of the USS
‘deficit’.
In post-92 it can halt the crisis
emerging over jobs and workloads
arising from the market for student
fees.
There is a jobs massacre
concentrated in post-92 (London
Met, Man Met, Westminster…)
but also spreading to pre-92
(Manchester, Liverpool…).
Brexit looms over the market
madness that sees superb post92 courses unfilled and lecturers
sacked, while students flock to the
pre-92 down the road.
Marketisation means any grace is
temporary, and no job is safe. There
is a vital need for a pay fight that can
unite the sector on our terms.
We must stand together, staff
and students, to defend Higher
Education as a public good, with
staff paid properly and pensions that
won’t mean poverty in retirement.

DOORSTEP ARGUMENTS
FOR PAY
• We need to catch up. Our pay has
fallen by some 14% against RPI since
August 2008 – the last time we had a
proper pay increase.
Against CPI, which takes no
account of housing costs – as if
university staff did not pay rent or
mortgages! – we have had a pay cut
of well over 10%.
This is equivalent to working for
free for more than a month. For the
lowest paid, this scale of pay cut is
the difference between making ends
meet and living on credit and food
banks.
• We need to keep up. The present
pay offer of 2% (with a slightly larger
increase for the very lowest paid)
represents a pay cut against the ONS
projections of inflation for August of
between 0.2% (CPI) and 1.2% (RPI).

• Every vote counts. Whichever
way members intend to vote, it
is essential that every member
participates.
The Tories’ anti-democratic
anti-union laws mean that 50%
of members must vote for the
ballot to have a legal effect. Even if
members intend to vote No, make
sure they vote.

Democracy in action: one of the daily strike meetings
at Imperial College London during the USS dispute

• In pre-92, if USS cost-sharing is
imposed, members of that scheme
will be on a steep and costly slope to
paying more.
We will pay 0.8% more this April,
rising to 2.4% in October 2019, and
with 3.7% being paid from April
2020 onwards. A ‘mere’ 0.2% pay cut
against CPI will be a 4% cut. Only if
we fight over pay can we make the
employers pay for their actions.
• The employers can afford to pay
up. For thirty years until 2008,
universities paid ‘cost of living’
increases roughly coinciding
with inflation. They recorded
tiny surpluses – around £150m
pa in total. After the government
introduced £9,000 student fees,
sector surpluses shot up, to the
current £1-2bn pa.
Using HESA figures for 2016/17,
£1.1bn split equally between 420,000
staff is about £2,500 each. £2bn
brings our pay back to 2008 levels.
The money is there to meet the pay
claim of 7.5% in full.
• Not fighting over pay encourages
market madness. The employers
are spending their surpluses
on speculative expansion in
competition with each other.
We are seeing the outcome of
this speculation in the current
crisis in post-92. Forcing them
to pay staff properly would help
curb this speculation – it would
help us defend HE against the
marketisation.

GET THE VOTE OUT,
STARTING NOW
We need a ‘GTVO’ campaign
in every branch to start as soon
as possible. Start with a GTVO
organising meeting for reps and
members who want to get involved.
Go through the arguments with
members and plan a strategy.
Ask members to focus on
reminding colleagues in their own
department. Ask members to inform
the branch when they vote and keep
an accurate list of who is still to vote.
The main reason members don’t
vote is simply because they forget to
vote. So keep reminding them with
regular communications. If they
have lost their ballot paper they can
ask for another one.
Get posters up everywhere across
the college, and draft targeted
messages to members - at least one a
week reminding members to vote.
Some teaching staff will get ballot
papers sent to their department
address, and may not pick them up
until before the start of term. But
they can vote earlier, if they ask for
a replacement ballot paper sent to
their home address.
Organise a branch meeting at the
end of September at the start of the
autumn term, to prepare a stage 2
mass campaign.
Organise meetings in
departments and buildings ensuring
that members in off-site institutes
are able to attend.
The vote closes on 19 October,
which means paper ballots should be
in the post by 16 October to be safe.

